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“Capitalism as we have known 
it is dead” 

Marc Benioff, CEO Salesforce, WEF 2020

“These are obviously transformations of a 
gigantic historical scale. These transformations 
basically mean that in the next thirty years we 
have to leave behind the entire way of 
business and life that we got used to during 
the industrial age.”

Angela Merkel, WEF 2020



System collapse? Some news collected between October 2019 and May 2020

Up to 78% of insects have disappeared in Germany in just one decade (Nature, 
October 2019)

Over the last 50 years, one in four birds has disappeared in the USA (Science, October 
2019)

Most of the currently living trees will not survive the next 40 years (Science, April 2020)

There will be “near-unlivable” heat for one-third of humanity within 50 years 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, May 2020)



And yet



Thinking outside the box?

First know your box!

“We do not see things as they 
are, we see them as we are.” 

Anaïs Nin



Vishnu, 400 ADSekhmet, 1390 BCLion Man, 30.000 BC



(routine) Behavior

Beliefs

Values

Stories



Two stories, two values, 1000 years of success

Romain coin, 306-37AD

Pietas (latin for devotion, duty) 

Dignitas (latin for dignity) 



The Forum of Augustus with the temple for Mars Ultor



Lloyd Blankfein, CEO Goldman Sachs, 
Sunday Times, 8. November, 2009

Our narrative is collapsing



In a nutshell: The key values and beliefs of our modern narrative

Humans are born bad. They are self-interested, utility-maximizing and even opportunist actors

Markets are magical, they translate self-interest into welfare for all

Competition not cooperation is the driving force of all natural and social processes

Property rights are the most important human right

Regulation is bad and governments are part of the problem

Growth is always good and eternally possible

We progress through science, there is always a technological solution

Consumption makes us happy



The exhausted storytelling material of our time
Hume 1711-1776 

Immanuel Kant  1724-1804

G. W. F. Hegel 1770-1831

Empiricism
Cognitive turn

Pure Reason
Cognitive turn

Capitalism

CommunismIdealism
Holism

Charles Darwin 
1809-1882

Karl Marx
1818-1883

Fascism

Liberalism



The return of an old question

If our narratives are
disenchanted, where do
we find a new one and
how can we reenchant it?

1872



Back in the summer 
of 1797
The beginning of an 
old new story

A meeting of giants that could 
change the world today



Nature until the 18th century
Nature serves man, plants and animals exist in relation to man

Animals are machines (Descartes)

Plants are 
listed and 
indexed

Goethe: This is too 
mechanical and static

Morphology



Alexander von Humboldt: The great chain of being

“In considering the study of physical 
phenomena… we find its noblest and most 
important result to be a knowledge of the 
chain of connection, by which all natural 
forces are linked together, and made 
mutually dependent upon each other.”

A.v.H., Kosmos

First critical analysis of unsustainable 
agricultural practices

First analysis of the links between forests, 
eco-systems and climate

Alexander von Humboldt, 1769-1859

“The greatest man since the deluge” 
(King Frederick William III of Prussia)



Wilhelm von Humboldt: The intersubjective 
power of language

Wilhelm von Humboldt, 1767 - 1835

“In order for a human being to understand only 

a single word truly … language must be whole 

and in context. There is nothing individual in 

language, each of its elements only announces 

itself as part of a whole.” 

W.v.H. Über den Dualis

Differences in language lead to differences in worldviews



Look! At! The! Connections! Back to Wilhelm von Humboldt

Genetics

Ethics Ethics

Psychology

Anthropology



The concept of Gaia – back to Alexander von Humboldt



“The hidden life of trees” – Humboldt’s chain of connections

“A tree can be only as strong as the forest that surrounds it”, 
Peter Wohlleben



1. From Nature as a resource to Gaia

2. From individuals to intersubjectivity

3. From competition to cooperation

4. Forests at the core of the stories

Towards a new narrative


